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The Volkswagen Type 3 is a compact car that was manufactured and marketed by Volkswagen
from to The concept of the Type 3 was to be more of a family car than the Beetle, offering more
passenger and luggage space and a larger engine. The Type 3 followed the Type 1 Beetle,
utilizing a low-profile version of Volkswagen's rear-engined, 4-cylinder air-cooled engine, as
well as body-on-chassis construction the body bolts to a frame that includes the floor pan , [4]
retaining the same wheelbase â€” but featuring ponton slab sided styling, in contrast to the
Type 1's articulated fenders and running boards. VW finalized the design by with prototypes
ready for testing by In VW announced the new line as the "VW ". Production began in August , a
month before launch, of the Volkswagen Notchback, encompassing three-box styling in a
notchback saloon body. Volkswagen's intention was that this model should replace the
Notchback, which is what happened in the UK market. However, in other markets, including the
German domestic market, the number of customers preferring the older Notchback shaped car
was higher than foreseen, and in the end both Notchback and Fastback body shapes remained
in production until July Volkswagen of America began importing the Type 3 in in the
"Squareback" 'Variant' badges were not used in the US market and "Fastback" but not the
Notchback configurations. The Type 3 was competing in the market with the Chevrolet Corvair
that had been previously introduced in the United States in , which incorporated a 6-cylinder
rear-mounted air-cooled engine in notchback and station wagon body style, as well as a
compact van derived from the platform. It also competed in the USA with the Renault 8 which
also offered a rear engine and rear drive sedan. In , the Type 3 'E' Einspritzung became the first
German automobile in series production with electronic fuel injection Bosch D-Jetronic as
standard equipment. The larger Volkswagen Type 4 was introduced in which had a similar
mechanical layout with further engineering refinements. For the model year, in the USA, a
three-speed fully automatic transaxle became available, noted for extremely low internal friction.
For , the CV-jointed rear axle was standard with both automatic and manual transmissions.
Volkswagen offered the Type 3 in a lower trim level in Europe, marketed as the A trim level. The
Basic Compact featured reduced content, including limited color and upholstery availability and
without belt line chrome, a clock, or electric-heated rear window defogger. It had painted frames
around the vent windows, a black cardboard front trunk liner over the gas tank without a liner
on the sides of the trunk or over the firewall, plain vinyl door panels without door pockets and
rubber mats in lieu of interior carpet. While the Type 3 was a more modern design, it never
reached the same level of popularity as the Beetle. As Volkswagen started to produce
front-wheel-drive water-cooled designs, production ended in at the Wolfsburg plant. The
Wolfsburg production facilities were then retooled to build the Golf , which eventually replaced
the Type 1 as Volkswagen's best selling sedan. Production of the Type 3 moved to VW's new
Emden plant, which was retooled later in to build the first generation Passat marketed variously,
also as the "Dasher". The Type 3 was initially equipped with a 1. This reduced the height of the
engine profile, allowing greater cargo volume and earning its nicknames: the pancake or
suitcase engine. The engine's displacement would eventually increase to 1. It used a similar
transmission to the Beetle but with higher ratios 4. Unlike the Beetle Type 1 , the Type 3 engine
and transmission unit was mounted into a subframe which contained the complete rear
suspension , in turn rubber-mounted to the floorpan and body, thereby isolating vibration and
road noise from the passenger space. The Type 3 engine received a larger displacement 1. Also
introduced for was a fully automatic transmission. The Type 3's torsion bars are cross-mounted
in the lower tube, so that each individual torsion bar spans the full width of the car, the upper
tube containing an anti-roll bar that connects the upper trailing links to each other. The
complete front suspension unit is rubber-mounted to the car's floorpan. In the rear suspension
was upgraded to double jointed CV joint semi trailing arm suspension sometimes called IRS by
VW enthusiasts to differentiate it from the previous IRS swing-axle type , a design feature that
previously appeared on the VW Type 2 in The Type 3 offered both front and rear enclosed
luggage areas, with greater volume and cargo accessibility via both the boot trunk and the
bonnet hood. In each of the 3 variants Notchback, Squareback, and Fastback as well as the
Type 2's from on, the engine was located under a panel in the rear trunk. This unusual
placement was highlighted in a period Volkswagen television commercial for the American
market. It featured a very young actor Dustin Hoffman showing the interior of the Fastback
model and explaining the car's technical features but unable to locate the engine. The ad closed
with the copy, "Your VW dealer will show you where the motor is. In August '65 the '66 model
year these were replaced by disc brakes, coinciding with the introduction of the Fastback and
engine Australian built models retained drum front brakes until August German production: [1].
Brazilian production: [10]. The Type 3 was manufactured at Clayton in Victoria, Australia , from
in sedan , station wagon and sedan delivery body styles. In , the fastback was introduced, fully
imported from Germany. Panel van versions based on the 'N' feature a marine ply wood loading

area with zinc plated steel protector strips, 1 x sun visor for the driver , a clock delete panel and
no side windows. All Australian assembled panel vans were fitted with a metal ID tag behind the
spare wheel with a prefix of PV then the number hand stamped in. There are approximately 10
known surviving panel vans from the estimated original production run of and a further 10 to 15
from German manufacture. Following the cessation of all local manufacturing by Volkswagen
Australasia in , the Type 3 was assembled from CKD kits by Motor Producers Limited at the
same Clayton facility through to Until it was replaced by the VW- Porsche , it was the fastest,
most expensive, and most luxurious passenger car VW manufactured in the s. Although the
Type 34 was available in most countries, it was not offered officially in the U. The three-box
Type 3 was launched in Brazil in with unique styling similar to the Brasilia penned by Marcio
Piancastelli , and four doors. The fastback version, the Volkswagen TL, fared somewhat better,
remaining in production from to , originally as a two-door and later as a four-door version.
Neither enjoyed as much success as its estate-bodied sibling, the Variant. The 3-door Variant
was produced from to , followed by an updated successor with squarer body, the Variant II,
which was produced from to Brazilian Type 3s used the front suspension from the Type 1 with
its laminated half-width torsion bars in top and bottom tubes and solidly mounted to the
floorpan, unlike the German Type 3's rubber mounted unit with full-width crossed round bars in
the lower tube and anti-roll bar in the top one. A "Volkswagen " unrelated to the Type 3 model
was sold during the s in Argentina based upon the Dodge manufactured in that country. One of
the models was the Dodge also the Dodge which the newly taken-over company re-badged as
Volkswagen for the Argentinian market. The estate was known as the Volkswagen Rural. Both
variants continued to be sold until The car, which was based on the Chrysler Avenger , had also
been sold in Brazil, where it was known as the Dodge Polara â€” this version ceased in , shortly
after Volkswagen's purchase of the tooling in Argentina. The same car was available earlier in
the s in North America as the Plymouth Cricket. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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